A new brand of cabinetry.
Craftsmanship
Customization
Inset Doors

Overlay Doors
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Inset

We make kitchens beautiful on the inside, as well as the outside. Our cabinetry features a full 3⁄4" all veneer core plywood
cabinet construction with a natural finish interior. Cabinet end panels are flushed design for quality custom cabinetry.

Overlay

Estate Inset offers two ways to set a cabinet door inside its frame. A plain, non-beaded inset reflects authentic Shaker
styling. A beaded inset frame defines detail to its truest. The bead surrounds the door enhancing its style.

The Estate Custom Collection offers two overlay doors, full overlay and traditional overlay, where the door overlays on
the front of the frame. Full overlay doors span over the face frame and have a concealed hinge for a clean look.
Traditional overlay doors reveal some of the frame for a very classic design.

Drawer

The cabinet drawer features 3⁄4" solid hardwood with quality dovetail joints for durability and strength. The soft close
drawer slide with Blumotion presents a full extension feature that also closes tight to the face frame.
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With the Estate Custom Collection, inset door styling represents quality
craftsmanship. A plain, non-beaded inset reflects authentic Arts & Crafts
and Shaker styling. A beaded inset frame defines detail to its truest in
beautiful cherry and maple. The inset door offers two styles of door hinging.
A concealed hinge is hidden behind the door for a more simple design.
A reflection of old world craftsmanship is displayed with a barrel hinge in a
choice of three finishes: oil rubbed bronze, burnished brass and satin nickel.
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The Estate Custom Collection includes many traditional and full overlay door
styles in cherry, character cherry, maple, character maple, hickory and oak,
which are beautifully matched by hand. The finish palette of colors includes
stains that can be enhanced with many glazes and also a painted collection with
options including vintage and cottage effects. With Estate, you can design the
kitchen of your dreams.
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